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The Dark Room Problem
Zekun Sun1 and
Chaz Firestone1,*

Predictive Processing theories
hold that the mind’s core aim is to
minimize prediction-error about its
experiences. But prediction-error
minimization can be 'hacked', by
placing oneself in highly predictable environments where nothing
happens. Recent philosophical
work suggests that this is a surprisingly serious challenge, highlighting the obstacles facing ‘theoriesof-everything’ in psychology.
A dark, empty room presents few surprises. The information reaching the eyes
is constant, uniform, and unremarkable;
effective soundprooﬁng could do the
same for the ears. Add some creative
seating, and the whole experience will be
346

as dull and predictable as any experience
could be.

Some Intuitive Replies

Is the Dark Room Problem really a problem? You might think not. For example,
enough time in the room would surely
Humans and other animals tend not to
make you hungry or thirsty; wouldn’t you
seek such experiences, and even ﬁnd
leave to satisfy such needs?
them aversive when endured for long
enough: if several hours in such a room
Indeed, you would; but this observation
would be dreadfully boring, days or
only refocuses the original problem. If
weeks would be unbearable. But accordagents aim only to minimize predictioning to a sweeping account of cognitive
error, then states should be avoided only
and neural functioning, this seemingly
insofar as they increase prediction-error.
should not be the case. Predictive ProHowever, for someone idling in a dark
cessing theories (PP) hold that the mind’s
room, hunger is highly predictable. As
core aim is to ‘minimize prediction-error’
Klein notes [5], ‘predicting hunger is not
about its experiences – to be as least
the same as being motivated by it. As I
wrong as possible about what is happenlay with my eyes shut, my cognitive system
ing [1–3]. This single principle is invoked
could predict perfectly well the progresto explain a vast array of behaviors and casion of hunger signals. (It is not that compacities, including attention, learning,
plicated: I will get more and more hungry,
memory, action, emotion, motivation, and
and then die)’. The challenge posed by
more – a psychological theory-of-everythe Dark Room Problem is not to say
thing to ‘unify these very diverse aspects
why someone would leave; it is to say
of our mental lives under one principle’
why prediction-error minimization should
[1]. Yet, at ﬁrst glance, PP seems commitmake someone leave – and it is not clear
ted to a bizarre hypothesis: that predicthat it does, even to eat.
tion-error minimizers – us, allegedly –
should ﬁnd their deepest motivations fulA less dismissible reply might invoke curiﬁlled by the most utterly boring experiosity and exploration. Even if leaving a
ences, since a sure way to minimize
dark room increases short-term prediction
prediction-error is just to place oneself in
error, perhaps doing so could reduce
a highly predictable environment (such as
long-term prediction-error (e.g., if explora dark, empty room where nothing much
ing the outside world can further hone
happens).
your prediction skills). However, even this
intuition underestimates the Dark Room
That prediction-error minimization might Problem’s insight. As Clark acknowledges
be short-circuited in this way is now [7], not all motivations that drive us from
known as the ‘Dark Room Problem’ [4]. dark rooms reduce to instrumentally valuThough it may sound fantastical, recent able exploration, even over the long-term.
work in philosophy of cognitive science Humans are endlessly creative: we
has ampliﬁed this challenge and dance, ride rollercoasters, donate to charhighlighted its seriousness [5–7]. Why, ac- ity, and read poetry; we even seek surprise
cording to PP, should anyone do anything itself in certain aesthetic pursuits, purother than idle in a predictable room? posefully entering unpredictable states
Here, we brieﬂy review some answers to just for the thrill of it. In its most ambitious
this question. We give special attention to ﬂavors, PP aims to explain every psychoone solution that recalls our ﬁeld’s oldest logical state we have: ‘perception and acand most foundational disputes over all- tion and everything mental in between’ [1].
encompassing theories of the mind and However, even if some behaviors reduce
brain.
long-term prediction-error, it is not clear
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that case, occupying a dark room generates high prediction-error after all, and so
exiting the room reduces it (by fulﬁlling
the prediction that you would leave). Indeed, such predictions could be innate,
and even ‘stubborn’: hypotheses that are
Predict Yourself
What replies remain? Though there are still ‘resistant to evidence-based updating’ [8].
others, one reply in particular stands out
both for its ingenuity and its precarity. Unlike others, this reply really does ‘solve’
Friston [2] suggests that the Dark Room the Dark Room Problem, at least in allowing
Problem is off-track from the start, be- prediction-error minimization to recomcause it mistakenly assumes that predic- mend leaving. But might its local success
tion-error in dark rooms is low; instead, expose a more global risk for PP’s broader
‘the state of a room being dark is surpris- project? Our purpose here is not quite to
ing, because we do not expect to occupy decide that question. Instead, whether or
dark rooms’. In other words, agents have not this reply ultimately succeeds (Box 1),
predictions not only about the world, but we think it raises one of the deepest issues
also about themselves – including per- a theory can face in the ﬁrst place – and one
haps, ‘I don’t linger in dark rooms’. In our ﬁeld has confronted before.
that all behaviors serve that purpose, and
so they seem unexplained by PP.

Box 1. The Collapse of Belief and Desire under PP
How does prediction lead to action? Traditionally, actions are explained by pairs of states: beliefs and desires. Suppose you drink some water to quench your thirst: Neither your desire alone (‘I want to quench my thirst’) nor your
belief alone (‘Drinking water will quench my thirst’) explains your drinking; but the two states, together, do.
PP, however, proposes one state – prediction – for this role. We predict that we will drink water, and then we
alter our environment to make the prediction true. As Clark puts it [11]:

My desire to drink a glass of water now is cast as a prediction that I am drinking a glass of water
now – a prediction that will yield streams of error signals that may be resolved by bringing the drinking
about, thus making the world conform to my prediction.
However, this scenario poses a puzzle. Mismatches between predictions and the environment can always be resolved in two different ways: (i) changing one’s environment to match the prediction (e.g., drinking), or (ii) changing
one’s prediction to match the environment (e.g., predicting that you will not drink after all). Since each resolves the
prediction-environment mismatch, the puzzle is why thirsty prediction-error minimizers should choose (i) over (ii). Indeed, updating predictions may well be easier than ﬁnding water and drinking it; so why act at all?
Unrevisable Predictions?
One solution could be that some predictions are simply unrevisable: ‘hypotheses that evidence cannot
change’ [8]. What kind of unrevisable prediction could help here? ‘I won’t die of thirst’ is not quite speciﬁc
enough; ‘don’t die’ is not exactly a policy one can follow. But perhaps ‘I drink water when I’m thirsty’ could
work. If ‘I drink water when I’m thirsty’ is unrevisable, then choice (ii) is out; drinking is the only option.
However, Klein [5,12] offers powerful reasons to doubt that such predictions could be unrevisable in the right
way for PP. Suppose, for example, that you learn that the water around you is unsafe to drink, or that today is a
religious fast, or that you are staging a hunger strike. People in such circumstances forego drinking – precisely,
it seems, by revising their predictions about their behavior when thirsty.
Moreover, adding caveats (‘I drink water when I’m thirsty, unless the water is unsafe, or I’m fasting, or…’) may
not help. First, it would be unclear how the caveats get there to begin with; after all, the predictions are meant
to be unrevisable (and there is no innate knowledge of fasting rituals). Second, such ungainly predictions risk
losing their status as explanations altogether. After enough additions, they become mere post-hoc descriptions of how we act — not the mechanism by which we act.

Self-Prediction vs SelfReinforcement
Over a half-century ago, B.F. Skinner and
Noam Chomsky sparred over whether a
different core principle – reinforcement –
could account for all of human behavior.
Among many arguments Chomsky raised
against behaviorism, an underappreciated
one was to catalog ordinary activities that
seem not to arise from reinforcement. Children and adults, Chomsky noted, do
things like talk to themselves when nobody is around, make music in private, or
imitate the sounds of cars and airplanes
– none of which is typically a ‘rewarded’
behavior. So why, on behaviorism, do we
do such things? Skinner’s answer was
‘self-reinforcement’: we talk to ourselves
because it feels rewarding to do so, such
that we are the reinforcers of our own
behavior.
Chomsky replied, rightly, that appeals to
self-reinforcement actually undermine behaviorist explanations, because they are
either (i) false (is talking to oneself really ‘rewarding’?), or (ii) trivially true – a panacea
that could explain any behavior imaginable. And mechanisms that can explain
anything ultimately explain nothing, because they become empty or unfalsiﬁable:
‘When we read that a person plays what
music he likes, says what he likes, thinks
what he likes, reads what books he likes,
etc., because he ﬁnds it reinforcing…the
term “reinforcement” has no explanatory
force’ [9].
We worry that ‘self-prediction’ shares this
property with self-reinforcement, and so
risks a similar dilemma for PP. Either the
self-prediction account is: (i) false (do we
really predict our own room-lingering tendencies?), or (ii) trivially true, accommodating any possible behavior. Why do we
dance? Because we predict we won’t
stay still. Why do we donate to charity? Because we predict we will do good deeds.
Why do we seek others? Because ‘the
brain has a prior which says “brains don’t
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like to be alone”’ [10]. In some moods, is overcome, PP must take care to avoid
these answers will land as deep and pro- the same fate.
found truths about the mind; but in others
they will simply be nonexplanations that
lead one to repeat one’s question. If leaving Acknowledgments
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PP has made valuable and lasting contributions to our understanding of cognition,
and the Dark Room Problem will not undo
this progress. But history shows how psychological theories-of-everything can be
undone precisely by their totalizing ambitions. However the Dark Room Problem
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